Introduction
Vision loss in glaucoma is caused by the dysfunction and death of retinal ganglion cells (RGCs). The molecular pathways that damage RGCs in glaucoma are not understood, and it is unclear how or where the RGCs are insulted. It is possible that different parts of the RGC are directly insulted. A body of data supports an initial insult to the axons of RGCs in the lamina cribrosa region of the optic nerve, where they exit the eye. The lamina cribrosa is comprised of perforated sheets or plates of extracellular matrix (ECM, largely collagen) that provide support for the axons as they pass through the posterior wall of the eye (Anderson, 1969) .
Important studies in humans and primates established that early damage to the RGC involves degenerative changes in the axon segment in the lamina cribrosa (e.g., Anderson and Hendrickson, 1974; Anderson and Hendrickson, 1977; Anderson, 1976, 1977; Quigley et al., 1979 Quigley et al., , 1983 . Bundles of axons are proposed to be vulnerable as they pass through the pores of the lamina. It is hypothesized that elevated IOP causes distortion or "bowing" of the ECM plates, which in turn damages axon bundles by mechanical stress (Quigley et al., 1983) . Mechanical distortion of the ECM plates also has been suggested to contribute to glaucoma by affecting blood vessels Maumenee, 1983; Fechtner and Weinreb, 1994) . Local damage at the lamina has been suggested to account for abnormal axonal transport in glaucoma and its animal models (Anderson and Hendrickson, 1974) . Importantly, the ECM plates of the lamina are covered by astrocytes that provide the axons with neurotrophic and other forms of support. Thus, an alter native hypothesis suggests that IOP elevation in some way alters these glial cells so that they damage the RGC axons (Hernandez, 2000) . Loss of glial support functions may also be important for the neuronal compromise (Lappe-Siefke et al., 2003) .
As a result of recessive mutations in two genes (Gpnmb and Tyrp1), DBA/2J mice develop elevated IOP and glaucoma with age (Chang et al., 1999; Anderson et al., 2002) . Due to similarities to the human disease, this glaucoma is now widely Axons of retinal ganglion cells are insulted in the optic nerve early in DBA/2J glaucoma H ere, we use a mouse model (DBA/2J) to re address the location of insult(s) to retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) in glaucoma. We localize an early sign of axon damage to an astrocyte-rich region of the optic nerve just posterior to the retina, analogous to the lamina cribrosa. In this region, a network of astrocytes associates intimately with RGC axons. Using BAX-defi cient DBA/2J mice, which retain all of their RGCs, we provide experimental evidence for an insult within or very close to the lamina in the optic nerve. We show that proximal axon segments attached to their cell bodies survive to the proximity of the lamina. In contrast, axon segments in the lamina and behind the eye degenerate. Finally, the Wld s allele, which is known to protect against insults to axons, strongly protects against DBA/2J glaucoma and preserves RGC activity as measured by pattern electroretinography. These experiments provide strong evidence for a local insult to axons in the optic nerve.
used as a surrogate model for human glaucoma (Danias et al., 2003; Libby et al., 2005a; Schlamp et al., 2006; Steele et al., 2006) . Using DBA/2J mice, we and others have provided evidence consistent with a direct insult to RGC axons in the optic nerve. First, in BAX-defi cient DBA/2J mice, axon degeneration occurs but the RGC somata survive, indicating that axon degeneration is not a consequence of RGC death (Libby et al., 2005b) . Second, RGC death is not uniform across the retina in DBA/2 glaucoma (Danias et al., 2003; Jakobs et al., 2005; Filippopoulos et al., 2006; Schlamp et al., 2006) . Instead, RGCs degenerate in specifi c fan-shaped sectors of the retina (Jakobs et al., 2005; Schlamp et al., 2006) that are consistent with the injury of specifi c axon bundles in the optic nerve. The fan-shaped regions of cell loss are thought to be equivalent to the arcuate scotomas of human glaucoma. Arcuate scotomas resemble fans with a sideways bend and are also suggested to result from an axon injury (Shields, 1997) . The difference in orientation of the fans is believed to mirror the different paths that the axons follow in the two species.
Although consistent with an insult to the axon, current data from humans, primates, and rodents fall short of experimentally demonstrating that the axon is insulted in the lamina in glaucoma. In the general case, it is well established that the fi rst site of neuronal damage may be remote from the site of insult (for review see Conforti et al., 2007) . For example, in transected motor axons, neuromuscular junctions that are many centimeters from the lesion degenerate fi rst. The axons immediately adjacent to the lesion remain intact for two to three times longer than the distant terminals . Thus, locating the fi rst degenerative changes to the optic nerve is not the same as demonstrating that the optic nerve is a site of insult in glaucoma.
Here, we use DBA/2J mice to reevaluate if the mouse optic nerve has a lamina and to determine if an insult to axons in the lamina is crucial in glaucoma. We developed substrains of DBA/2J that have specifi c mutations or a fl uorescent marker that allowed us to assess the importance of axon injury. Additionally, we used a genetically matched DBA/2J control strain that Figure 1 . Aged mice have a robust glial lamina that lacks ECM plates. (A-F) Optic nerves of 11-12-mo-old DBA/2J mice that do not develop glaucoma (D2-Gpnmb + ) were serially sectioned in longitudinal or cross-sectional planes. A robust astrocyte meshwork surrounds the axons where they exit the mouse eye. The astrocyte meshwork (glial lamina, delineated by brackets) is clearly evident as abundant nuclei oriented at right angles to the long axis of the optic nerve (A and B) and a cellular network (C and D, arrowheads) with extensive processes that stain positive for GFAP (E and F) . In contrast to the lamina cribrosa of the human optic nerve (see ), the mouse astrocytes do not cover a network of robust collagenous plates (G and H). Although collagens are clearly visible in blood vessel walls (arrowheads), there is no meshwork of collagen staining that mirrors the astrocyte meshwork. All presented cross sections are from within the lamina region. V, vessels. Sections were stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) (A and B, cells and axons pink; nuclei purple-blue); Bodian's stain (C and D, axons pale blue; nuclei dark purpleblue; glial cell bodies and processes remain clear); anti-GFAP with hematoxylin counter stain (E and F, astrocyte bodies and processes brown; nuclei purple-blue); or Masson's trichrome (G and H, collagens stain blue). Bars, 50 μm.
does not develop glaucoma . Using these resources, we show that DBA/2J mice have an astrocytic or glial lamina, but it lacks the ECM plates of the human lamina cribrosa. We next provide evidence for a direct insult to RGC axons in the optic nerve, and likely within the lamina. Finally, we show that the Wallerian degeneration slow allele (Wld s ) strongly protects against glaucoma in the DBA/2J strain. Together, our data provide strong experimental evidence that an important and early event in glaucoma is damage to the axons of retinal ganglion cells as they exit the eye through the lamina.
Results

A robust network of astrocytes enmeshes RGC axons as they exit the mouse eye
It is reported that mice do not have a lamina cribrosa (Tansley, 1956; Fujita et al., 2000; Morcos and Chan-Ling, 2000; May and Lutjen-Drecoll, 2002 ), yet the DBA/2J strain develops glaucoma with hallmarks of human glaucoma. Given the suggested importance of the lamina in glaucoma, we reevaluated the status of the lamina in aged DBA/2J mice (11-12 mo). It has been suggested that the ECM plates of the lamina become more robust with age (Hernandez et al., 1989) . We initially used a substrain of DBA/2J that does not develop glaucoma (D2-Gpnmb + , Howell et al., 2007) , which allowed initial studies of the lamina without any confounding effects of disease.
The optic nerve of the mouse has a clearly defi ned region with a robust network of glial fi brillary acidic protein (GFAP)-positive astrocytes ( Figs. 1 and 2 ). The astrocytes of this region form an enmeshing network of glial cells through which the RGC axons pass, and they are intimately associated with axons ( Fig. 2) . This network begins as the nerve passes into the scleral canal and it extends posteriorly, ending before myelination of the majority of axons (diagrammatically shown in Fig. 3 ). There is no evidence of collagenous plates in this region, with abundant collagen only observed in blood vessel walls ( Fig. 1 and 2 ). To refl ect the equivalent location compared with the human lamina cribrosa, the similar arrangement of glial cells, but the absence of ECM plates, we call this region the glial lamina.
The glial lamina is an important site of axon damage
Because the glial lamina of DBA/2J mice completely lacks ECM plates, we used a combination of electron microscopy and immunohistochemistry to identify the location of initial axon damage in this glaucoma model. We analyzed axons as they gather in the nerve fi ber layer, run through the optic nerve head (prelamina region), and exit the eye through the lamina in mice that were 11-12 mo old. At these ages, the degree of glaucomatous damage varies between eyes (Libby et al., 2005a) . We selected DBA/2J eyes that did not have detectable glaucoma. Some of these eyes must be at early stages of disease and are classifi ed as having no or early glaucoma ( Fig. 3 and Materials and methods).
In DBA/2J mice with no or early glaucoma, damaged axon segments (swollen regions with disorganization of axonal contents and accumulation of organelles and neurofi laments)
were readily identifi ed in the glial lamina (Fig. 4) . The damaged axon regions are similar to dystrophic neurites reported in other conditions (Fig. 4, F-H) (Vickers, 1997) . In the studied eyes, dystrophic neurites were not detected in the nerve fi ber layer and were rare in the prelamina region. Consistent with previous reports, neurofi laments accumulated in damaged axon segments (Fig. 4, I and J). The damaged axon segments represented early glaucoma damage and not simply age-related changes because they were much less abundant in the D2-Gpnmb + eyes (Fig. 4 , K and L). In some eyes, dystrophic neurites were only observed in the lamina, and in all eyes they were most abundant in the lamina (Fig. 4, K and L) . To further defi ne the location of initial axon damage, and to allow sensitive evaluation of entire intraocular axons from their cell bodies to the glial lamina, we developed a substrain of DBA/2J mice that expresses CFP in their RGCs (D2.Thy1-CFP, Materials and methods). Because it is well established that axonal components Schematic showing the regions we defi ned as nerve fi ber layer, pre-lamina, and lamina (not to scale). Axons (pink) course into the optic nerve head, pass out of the eye through the glial lamina (crosshatches, located within the scleral canal) and become myelinated behind the eye (horizontal lines). Ret, retina; V, vessels; Sc, sclera. (B) The severity of glaucomatous nerve damage was determined in a retro-orbital portion of each optic nerve (Materials and methods). Each assigned damage level is clearly different by axon counting. Axon counts were as follows: D2-Gpnmb + with no glaucoma (white bar) 52074 ± 451 (n = 10), DBA/2J mice (black bars), with no or early glaucoma 51862 ± 934 (n = 10), moderate glaucoma 33283 ± 2199 (n = 15), and severe glaucoma 5454 ± 1211 (n = 24). The axon counts for nerves with no or early damage were not statistically different to the no glaucoma D2-Gpnmb + controls. They are classifi ed as no or early glaucoma because no glaucomatous nerve damage is detected behind the eye but at the assessed ages some of the eyes must be at early stages of glaucoma. The differences comparing the no or early, moderate, and severe damage levels were signifi cant (P < 0.001). (C-J) Representative images of D2-Gpnmb + with no glaucoma (C and G) and DBA/2J with no or early glaucoma (D and H), moderate glaucoma (E and I), and severe glaucoma (F and J). Very mild, age-related damage, similar to that which occurs in other nonglaucomatous mouse strains, occurs in the D2-Gpnmb + strain (C, arrow shows a single damaged axon that stains darkly with PPD, Materials and methods). This age-related damage is also seen in DBA/2J optic nerves that were determined to have no or early glaucoma (D, arrow). Nerve fi ber layer thinning (arrowheads) is evident in H&E-stained sections of moderately affected nerves and severe nerves have obvious nerve fi ber layer loss and optic nerve excavation (asterisk). These changes are hallmarks of glaucoma. C-F are semi-thin sections stained with PPD. G-J are plastic sections stained with H&E. V, vessels. Bars, 100 μm. . Early damage to RGC axons occurs at the lamina. RGC axons were analyzed for glaucomatous damage at different locations as they extend across the retina and exit the eye. Damage was assessed in the nerve fi ber layer (NFL), the prelamina, and glial lamina regions of the optic nerve. All mice were 11 mo old and had no or early glaucoma based on analysis of the retro-orbital optic nerve. (A-C) D2-Gpnmb + no glaucoma controls, the axons were healthy and had normal morphology at all locations based on electron microscopy. Only rare damaged axons were detected. This rare age-related damage occurs in aged mice of various strains that do not develop glaucoma. (D-F) The axons of age-and sex-matched DBA/2J mice with early glaucoma did not differ from controls at any intraocular location, as they extended from the cell body to the lamina. At the glial lamina, however, dystrophic neurites (F, arrows) were readily detected. (G and H) The dystrophic neurites (arrows) consisted of swollen and damaged axon segments containing an accumulation of organelles including swollen mitochondria (arrowhead). (I and J) Due to the accumulation and disorganization of axonal contents, dystrophic neurites were also detected using a combination of both nonphosphorylated (Smi32) and phosphorylated (Smi34) neurofi lament antibodies (green). They were visible as abnormally large and bright staining, damaged axon regions (arrows) in the lamina. Although dystrophic neurites labeled with each antibody (not depicted), we used the combination to maximize the intensity of staining. GFAP-positive astrocytes are shown in red. (K and L) Counting dystrophic neurites indicates that the fi rst site of morphological damage to the intraocular RGC axon occurs in the lamina. The average number of dystrophic neurites (DNs) per EM fi eld in the lamina was signifi cantly higher in DBA/2J mice with no or early glaucoma compared with the no glaucoma D2-Gpnmb + controls (K, left panel, P < 0.001, t test, n = 8 eyes per genotype). This clearly demonstrates that dystrophic neurites are part of the glaucoma process and not just agerelated changes. Comparing the indicated regions, the number of dystrophic neurites was highest in the lamina (P < 0.001). (L) Neurofi lament and GFAP staining were used to assess serial, optic nerve cross sections extending from the nerve fi ber layer at the retinal surface and into the lamina. Counting neurofi lament-stained dystrophic neurites confi rmed the EM fi ndings. The values for individual DBA/2J eye show that at this age some eyes were at an early stage of glaucoma with signifi cantly more dystrophic neurites than control mice (P < 0.001 comparing the lamina region of DBA/2J to D2-Gpnmb accumulate in regions of axonal damage, we reasoned that axonal CFP would behave similarly and allow ready visualization of damaged axon segments. A similar approach has been used by others .
The integrity of the axons was assessed from RGC somata to the lamina by confocal microscopy (Fig. 5 ). In eyes that had no or early glaucoma (Fig. 3) , the somata were readily detected and had no obvious abnormalities. In the same eyes, however, discrete and focal swellings were present on individual axons in the glial lamina (Fig. 5 ). These swellings were characterized by very intense CFP signal. Some of these axons had severe swellings that were similar in diameter to dystrophic neurites (Ͼ2 m, much larger than the majority of unmyelinated axons in this region of a healthy nerve). However, the great majority of damaged axons were less severely altered with mild swellings only slightly larger than normal axons (Fig. 5 B) . In the eyes with early glaucoma, axon damage was localized to the glial lamina and was rarely seen in the prelamina or nerve fi ber layer (Fig. 5 ). This damage was not present in young DBA/2J mice and increased in severity as glaucoma progressed. These results confi rm that the fi rst morphological damage to the ocular portion of the RGC axon occurs at the glial lamina.
Mild axon damage is restricted to the lamina but severe damage extends to the brain, early in glaucoma Subsequently, we used D2.Thy1-CFP mice with early glaucoma to analyze RGC axons extending behind the eye from the glial lamina to the superior colliculus (see Fig. S1 , available at http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.200706181/DC1). In these eyes, mild swellings were most numerous in the lamina and essentially absent at all other locations. This fi nding is also consistent with an early insult to axons within the glial lamina. In contrast to the distribution of mild damage, severely damaged axon segments with swellings of similar size to the dystrophic neurites were present in the lamina, the retrobulbar optic nerve, and all regions studied behind the eye to the superior colliculus (Fig. S1 ). Counts of these large swellings demonstrated that Figure 5 . Early focal axon damage occurs in the glial lamina. To allow sensitive detection of axon damage along the entire axon from the soma to the lamina we analyzed D2.Thy1-CFP eyes (Materials and methods). For consistency with previous images, CFP-positive axons are pseudo-colored green. (A) Schematic demonstrating the location in the optic nerve head of the presented prelamina and lamina images (single focal plane) that are from the same eye for each damage level. In the prelamina region, vessels are apparent as a dark region in the center of the nerve. In the lamina, the vessels extend from the center to the edge of the nerve. (B) In an 11-mo-old eye with no or early glaucoma (Fig. 3) , axon damage was detected as highly focal swelling of individual axons in the lamina. As previously reported for axonal contents, CFP accumulated in the swellings making them brightly fl uor escent (arrowheads). The swellings were not present in other regions of the intraocular axon. (C-K) Representative examples of the prelamina and lamina regions in eyes with different degrees of glaucoma are shown. (C, F, and I) No glaucomatous damage was detected at any level in preglaucomatous young eyes (n = 4). (D, G, and J) Obvious axonal swellings were evident specifi cally in the lamina of eyes that were at early stages of glaucoma. These eyes were initially classifi ed as having no or early glaucoma based on analysis of optic nerve from behind the eye (Fig. 3) , but 5/8 were found to have early damage in the lamina. (E, H, and K) At moderate stages of glaucoma, the axonal damage had spread to portions of the axon in both the prelamina region and nerve fi ber layer, and some axons had a highly abnormal morphology. The compressed lamina images represent a compressed Z stack of the entire lamina region that could be imaged in the mounted specimens (it was not possible to image the most posterior lamina). All images were collected using identical conditions. Bars, 20 μm.
their number is the same in both the lamina and the retrobulbar optic nerve (unpublished data). The severe swelling was not uniform along each affected axon, but occurred focally (Fig. S1 ). This pattern is characteristic of axon degeneration in other diseases and after induced injury Coleman, 2005) . Wallerian degeneration is a process that results in the rapid degeneration of the entire axon segment distal to a lesion (Waller, 1850; Beirowski et al., 2005; Coleman, 2005) . Overall, our data suggest that axons are insulted to different degrees within the lamina of an eye during early glaucoma. Some axons suffer a severe insult that appears to result in rapid Wallerianlike degeneration, while many more axons suffer a lesser insult that results in milder damage that is not suffi cient to induce Wallerian-like degeneration of the distal axon (at least initially) (see Whitmore et al., 2005) .
Regional loss/survival of lamina axons matches retinal loss/survival of RGCs
We, and others, have shown that RGC loss in the retinas of DBA/2 mice occurs regionally (Danias et al., 2003; Jakobs et al., 2005; Schlamp et al., 2006) . Consistent with this, axon loss was not uniform in the lamina but occurred in discrete regions that varied from nerve to nerve (Fig. 6, A-F) .
If local insults to axons determine the RGCs that degenerate, the regional loss/survival of axons within the lamina should correspond to regions of RGC loss/survival in the retina. Thus, we compared the pattern of loss/survival of RGCs and their associated axons in the retina with the pattern in the lamina. In eyes with early or moderate glaucoma, discrete regions of axon loss in the glial lamina appeared to correspond to distinct regions of RGC loss in the retina (Fig. 6, G and H) . Additionally, in D2.Thy1-CFP eyes with moderate or severe glaucoma, we were able to trace axons from RGCs surviving within fan-shaped regions of the retina to the optic nerve head and into the lamina where they formed discrete bundles (Fig. 7) . Thus, axons surviving in discrete regions of the lamina correspond to the fan-shaped sectors of RGCs surviving in the retina. These results are consistent with a sequence of events in which localized insults within the glial lamina damage bundles of axons and lead to fan-shaped patterns of RGC loss in the retina. Even though these results suggest that axon and cell death are linked to one another, by themselves they cannot distinguish which causes which. nerves with increasing levels of glaucomatous damage (neurofi laments, green; GFAP positive glia, red). Axon loss/survival is clearly regionalized to different areas of the optic nerve and not randomly distributed. (G and H) The retina and corresponding lamina region of an eye with moderate glaucoma. Discrete fan-shaped areas of RGC loss are apparent in the retina (dotted "V," G) and appear to correspond to two regionalized areas of axon loss in the lamina (dotted boxes, H). This is consistent with localized damage to axons within the lamina leading to fan-shaped patterns of RGC loss in the retina but it was not possible to follow the region of axon loss unambiguously through the whole optic nerve head. Bars, 50 μm.
Axons survive to the proximity of the lamina in D2.Bax −/− mice with severe glaucoma
Demonstrating that early axon damage occurs in the glial lamina, and that the pattern of axon loss/survival in the optic nerve corresponds to the loss/survival of RGCs in the retina, does not directly test the proposition that axons are insulted in the lamina. The fi rst site of degeneration is not a reliable indicator of where the neuron was initially insulted (Conforti et al., 2007) . Additionally, it is possible that the regional patterns of RGC death in glaucoma occur as a consequence of some other factor(s) that is not understood. To experimentally test if an axon insult occurs in the glial lamina in DBA/2J mice, we designed a study based on the wellestablished pattern of axon degeneration and axon survival that occurs in response to direct and focal axon injury in the peripheral nervous system. In the peripheral nervous system, direct and focal axon injury results in degeneration of the entire length of the distal portion of the axon that is separated from the cell body by the lesion. The distal axon rapidly degenerates by Wallerian degeneration (Waller, 1850; Stoll et al., 2002 ). In contrast, the proximal portion of the axon that is attached to the cell body can survive up to the proximity of the axon insult, as long as the cell body survives. Similarly, one report using optic nerve transection suggested that proximal intraretinal axons survive until the RGC somata degenerate (Anderson, 1973) . Because all RGC somata survive indefi nitely in BAX-defi cient DBA/2J mice (Libby et al., 2005b) , we reasoned that the proximal axon may survive up to the proximity of any focal axon insult, even in eyes with severe glaucoma. Accordingly, the extent of proximal axon survival may act as a marker to locate the site of axon insult.
First, we tested if proximal RGC axons survive up to the site of insult in D2.Bax −/− mutant mice. The intraorbital optic nerves of 3-mo-old D2.Bax −/− (BAX-defi cient) and D2.Bax +/+ (BAXsuffi cient) mice were crushed as far behind the eye as possible. These mice were too young to have glaucoma. In D2.Bax +/+ eyes, the RGC somata and their axons degenerated along their entire length. In contrast, in D2.Bax −/− eyes, the proximal axon survived behind the eye and up to the proximity of insult for 30-60 d after crush was performed (see Fig. S2 ). Thus, in these nonglaucomatous eyes, the extent of axon survival was a reliable indicator of the site of insult to the axons of the optic nerve.
Second, we determined the extent of proximal axon survival in glaucoma. We used D2.Bax −/− mice selected to have >95% retro-orbital axon loss. To match the timing of proximal axon analysis to the crush experiment, we included mice that developed this severe loss of retro-orbital axons in the previous 30-60 d (Materials and methods). In these mice, proximal axons survived from the RGC bodies to the proximity of the anterior edge of the glial lamina inside the eye. In contrast, the vast majority of axon segments in the lamina had degenerated and those distal to the lamina had always degenerated ( Fig. 8; Fig. S3 ). This study provides experimental evidence for a major axon insult occurring within or very close to the lamina in the optic nerve during DBA/2J glaucoma. Together with the demonstration that the fi rst identifi able damage to many axons is in the lamina, this experiment strongly suggests than an insult occurs within the lamina early in glaucoma. (Lunn et al., 1989; Perry et al., 1990 Perry et al., , 1991 Ribchester et al., 1995; Mack et al., 2001) . Because Bax heterozygosity (Bax
) protects the RGC somata in DBA/2J glaucoma, we also determined if inheriting both the Wld s and Bax − mutations would be benefi cial (Fig. 9) . Clinical examinations from 6-12 mo of age (Materials and methods) showed that the onset, rate of progression, and severity of the glaucoma-inducing iris disease did not differ between mice with any of the tested genotypes. IOP was assessed at key ages relevant to the DBA/2J glaucoma (Libby et al., 2005a) , and the IOP distribution of mice with each genotype overlapped extensively (Fig. 9) .
Assessment of optic nerve damage severity at two important time points (Libby et al., 2005a) showed that the Wld s mutation has a strong protective effect on the survival of optic nerve axons (Fig. 9 B, left) . At 12 mo of age, 68% of wild-type eyes (59/86) had severe glaucoma. In comparison, only 33% of D2.Wld s eyes (27/81) had severe glaucoma. Also at 12 mo, (BAX-defi cient) mouse with severe axon loss behind the eye. In the nerve fi ber layer (G), the axons survive but appear swollen. The Muller cell cytoplasm (*) is not hypertrophic. In the prelamina region (H), the majority of axons are intact but large swellings (arrows) are found. In contrast, in the lamina (I) essentially all axons are lost and the glia are very hypertrophic. The damage is essentially the same as that in (F). (J-L) Neurofi lament labeling confi rms axon survival to the proximity of the lamina in D2.Bax −/− mice. Neurofi lament-labeled axons (green) in longitudinal sections of the optic nerve are shown. In a young DBA/2J mouse (J), the axons clearly gather in the nerve fi ber layer at the inner edge of the optic nerve and continue to pass through to the lamina. In a 10-mo-old DBA/2J mouse with severe axon loss behind the eye (K), axons are completely missing from the nerve fi ber layer and entire optic nerve. In contrast, in a 10-mo-old BAX-defi cient DBA/2J mouse (L), with severe axon loss behind the eye, the axons continue to run along the retina and survive up to the proximity of the lamina (within known retraction distances following local insult; Fig. S3 ; Kerschensteiner et al., 2005) . As was seen by EM, there is an abrupt loss of axons at the lamina. Despite axon survival up to thelamina, the optic nerve head has still remodeled (become excavated) and so the morphology is not directly comparable to the control. Importantly, this pattern of axon survival up to the lamina provides strong experimental evidence for a direct insult to the axon at this location in this inherited glaucoma (see (Fig. 9) . In addition to optic nerve damage severity, we assessed RGC soma number. Wld s is well established to directly protect axons but not somata (Glass et al., 1993; Deckwerth and Johnson, 1994; Deshmukh et al., 1996; Deckwerth et al., 1998; Ikegami and Koike, 2003; Adalbert et al., 2005) . RGC somata survived in D2.Wld s eyes whose axons were spared (Fig. 9) . Although the somata were spared, they were not completely protected as on average somal diameter had shrunk by ‫%01ف‬ (Fig. 9) . RGC somata were largely absent in D2.Wld s eyes with severe axon loss, indicating that Wld s cannot protect the soma from death if the axon degenerates.
To allow more sensitive evaluation of the protective effects of Wld s against RGC dysfunction in glaucoma, we assessed the response of RGCs using pattern electroretinography (PERG) . The PERG response is well documented to require RGC activity (see Porciatti, 2007) . To determine the effects of glaucoma on PERG, we evaluated 10-11-mo-old DBA/2J mice with each stage of glaucoma. To control for possible effects of the pigment-dispersing iris disease on PERG, we also evaluated a congenic strain of B6 mice that has the same Tyrp1 and Gpnmb mutations as DBA/2J mice and develops the same degree of iris disease, but is resistant to IOP elevation and does not develop glaucoma (Anderson et al., 2006) . PERG was not altered by the iris disease (Fig. S5 A) but was severely impaired by the glaucoma (Fig. S5 B) . In fact, PERG proved very sensitive to the glaucoma and was impaired early in the disease before detectable axon loss. Wld s strongly protected RGC activity and preserved PERG to nonglaucomatous control values in randomly selected 10-12-mo-old mice (Fig. 9 ).
Discussion
The lamina cribrosa of the optic nerve is suggested to have a critical importance in glaucoma by contributing to the injury of RGC axons. In confl ict with this, mice are reported to lack a lamina cribrosa but develop glaucoma with striking similarities to the human disease. In this paper, we reevaluate the optic nerve anatomy of aged mice, and we provide strong experimental evidence for a direct insult to RGC axons within the glial lamina in a mouse model of glaucoma.
First, we show that aged DBA/2J mice have a robust network of astrocytes in the optic nerve where it exits the eye. These fi ndings are consistent with previous studies (Morcos and Chan-Ling, 2000; Ding et al., 2002; May and Lutjen-Drecoll, 2002; Petros et al., 2006) . A network of astrocytes also exists in the human lamina cribrosa, and the astrocytes cover plates of ECM (Anderson, 1969; Hernandez et al., 1987) . In mice, however, ECM plates are absent, leading to the concept that the mouse optic nerve does not have a lamina cribrosa (Fujita et al., 2000; Morcos and Chan-Ling, 2000; May and Lutjen-Drecoll, 2002) . Instead, based on our presented data and to refl ect both the similarities and differences to the human lamina cribrosa, we suggest that mice have a glial lamina. This implies conservation of at least some functions, as both the location of the glial lamina and the spatial arrangement of astrocytes are similar in the two species.
Various studies are consistent with a direct insult to the RGC axon in the optic nerve in glaucoma, but current data fall short of experimentally demonstrating that the axon is insulted in the lamina in glaucoma (Introduction) . Here, we demonstrate that the fi rst visible damage to the intraocular portion of the RGC axon occurs in the glial lamina of DBA/2J mice, where both dystrophic neurites and milder axonal swellings are detected. Unlike a recent study, we did not observe that the damage was more likely to be localized around the entrance of the major blood vessels (May and Mittag, 2006) , which enter the nerve at the anterior edge of the glial lamina.
Because the RGC somata of BAX-defi cient DBA/2J mice survive direct axon injury (Libby et al., 2005b) , we could use their eyes to test the proposition that an insult occurs within the lamina in glaucoma. In the peripheral nervous system, direct and focal axon injury results in degeneration of the entire length of the distal portion of the axon that is separated from the cell body by the lesion. The distal axon rapidly degenerates by Wallerian degeneration (Waller, 1850; Stoll et al., 2002) . In contrast, the proximal portion of the axon that is attached to the cell body can survive up to the region of axon insult, as long as the cell body survives. If this were true for RGC axons in BAXdefi cient DBA/2J mice, then the point to which the proximal axons survive would be in the proximity of a glaucoma insult.
Using BAX-defi cient mice, we show that the proximal axon segment extending from the cell body survives to the proximity of the glial lamina in DBA2J glaucoma, but the more distal axon completely degenerates. This argues that RGC axons are insulted within or very close to the glial lamina. Alternatively, when considering this experiment alone, it is possible that a primary insult is to the cell body, resulting in progressive dying-back of the axon, from the brain toward the cell body. In this case, the proximal axons would survive into the nerve head if they are differentially supported by unknown factors at this location. Arguing against this alternative explanation, proximal RGC axons survive behind the eye and up to the region of insult in BAX-defi cient mice following optic nerve crush. Thus, at least after crush, the axons survive to the region of insult and do not simply degenerate toward the eye until they reach a supportive environment. Together with our demonstration that the fi rst identifi able damage to many axons is in the lamina and that there is a fan-shaped pattern of RGC death, which is only easily explained by damage to axon bundles in the optic nerve, these data provide strong experimental evidence for an early insult within the lamina.
Importantly, in DBA/2J mice that are wild type for Bax, many axons survive at the retinal surface and into the optic nerve but suddenly terminate at the lamina (Fig. 7) . Because axon degeneration is asynchronous, this argues that the RGC cell bodies and their proximal axons survive for a signifi cant time after degeneration of the distal axon separates them from the brain.
In glaucoma, it is suggested that focal axon injury in the lamina results in rapid Wallerian degeneration of the distal axon (Quigley et al., 1983; Whitmore et al., 2005) . Although our studies suggest that this is true for some axons, the manner in which individual axons are insulted and then degenerate may differ , and mice of any other genotype. At 10.5 mo, the wild-type (WT) mice had an unusually high skewing of their IOP compared with typical values at this age (see Anderson et al., 2005; Libby et al., 2005a) , and their IOP was signifi cantly higher than mice of all other genotypes (P < 0.04 for all comparisons). This skewing did not account for the decreased axon loss in Wld s mice. This is clear because (1) there was extensive overlap between all genotypes, and (2) the IOP distribution of Wld s mice was extremely similar (P = 0.7) to Bax +/− heterozygotes mice (Het), whose axons were not protected (see below). (B) Axon protection in Wld s mice. Distributions of optic nerve damage in mice of the indicated genotypes are shown at two important time points (Materials and methods). The Wld s allele signifi cantly rescues axons from glaucomatous degeneration at 12 mo of age (P < 0.0001, chi square comparing Wld s Hemi to their WT littermates). Importantly, Wld s increased the number of eyes with no detectable glaucoma. Bax +/− heterozygosity conferred no protective effect when compared with wild-type mice (right). Though not statistically signifi cant, there tended to be a greater degree of protection in D2.Wld s Bax +/− double mutants (right), compared with Wld s single mutants (left). The number of eyes analyzed for each genotype at 10.5 mo was typically ≥40 but 20 for D2.Bax +/− heterozygotes. At 12 mo, typically ≥63 eyes were studied for each genotype but 21 for D2.Bax +/− heterozygotes. (C-F) Wld s preserves RGC axons and optic nerve morphology as seen in semi-thin sections. Most wild-type (C) and D2.Bax +/− nerves (E) had severe glaucoma with very substantial axon loss (see Fig. 3 ) and extensive glial scarring. In contrast, the majority of D2.Wld s (D) and D2.Wld s Bax +/− nerves (F) had no or early glaucoma, with <5% of axons damaged (Fig. 3) and no evidence of glial hypertrophy or scarring. (G) Axon counts for a randomly selected sample of DBA/2J and D2.Wld s nerves with no or early glaucoma (n = 6 for each genotype). The averages are not statistically different (P = 0.235), and none of the D2.Wld s nerves had decreased axon counts. Because Wld s more than doubled the number of eyes with no or early glaucoma, half of these counted eyes were rescued. (H-J) Retinal fl atmounts showing that in Wld s protected eyes RGC somata survive (H, preglaucoma; I, severe glaucoma; J, no or early glaucoma). (K) This was confi rmed by counting RGC layer cells in eyes with no or early glaucoma. Again, half of the D2-Wld s eyes were rescued and none had cell numbers below the range of wild-type values (n = 10 each genotype, P > 0.1). As expected, in both wild-type and D2.Wld s mice with severe optic nerve damage the majority of RGCs were lost. The retinal images shown are from a matched region of the superior, peripheral retina. (L) Despite the profound rescue, a mild degree of somal shrinkage ‫)%01ف(‬ was seen in D2.Wld s eyes with no detectable glaucoma. The shrinkage appears to occur generally across cells of different sizes (see Fig. S4 ). (M) Wld s strongly preserved PERG amplitude, a measure of RGC activity, in randomly selected mice (number of eyes = 16, 14, 18 for D2-Gpnmb + , DBA/2J, and D2.Wld s , respectively). Bars, 100 μm.
even within individual eyes (depending on the severity of the axon insult, see Whitmore et al., 2005) . More severe insults can result in almost complete compartmentalization of the proximal and distal axon segments and subsequent rapid Wallerian degeneration of the distal axon (Conforti et al., 2007; Whitmore et al., 2005) . Milder insults may allow greater functional connectivity between the soma, proximal axon, and the distal axon segments and degeneration via the slower process of axonal dying-back. Our data suggest that the majority of damaged axons suffer milder insults early in DBA/2J glaucoma. Most damaged axons exhibited only mild swellings in the lamina (Fig. 5, Fig. S1 , and associated text in Results). Consistent with milder insults to many axons in DBA/2J glaucoma, a recent study demonstrated axonal dying-back later in the disease (Schlamp et al., 2006) .
Although our data strongly support the glial lamina as a key site of insult to RGC axons in DBA/2J glaucoma, they do not rule out additional sites of insult or early damage. It is possible that multiple parts of the RGC are insulted in glaucoma. Both microglia and oligodendrocytes may mediate damage at different locations (Tezel and Wax, 2004; May and Mittag, 2006; Nakazawa et al., 2006) . Changes in RGC synapses in the retina and brain have been observed early in glaucoma, and dendritic changes were the earliest observed abnormalities in a primate model of glaucoma (Morgan et al., 1998; Weber et al., 2000; Whitmore et al., 2005; Gupta et al., 2007; Stevens et al., 2007) . Nevertheless, the specifi c patterns of RGC death in glaucoma are only readily explained by a crucial axon insult in the lamina of the optic nerve.
In glaucoma, the nature of the axon insult in the lamina is not clearly defi ned. The ECM plates of the lamina cribrosa are suggested to mechanically damage axons in glaucoma, and individual variability in the structure of the plates is suggested to modulate glaucoma severity (Quigley et al., 1983) . Our experimental data strongly support an axon insult in the glial lamina of DBA/2J mice, but the lamina of these mice lacks ECM plates at ages when glaucoma develops. This shows that ECM plates are not necessary to insult the axon in the lamina. Although it remains possible that the ECM plates may modulate damage in human glaucoma (as the nerve is much larger), these fi ndings strongly focus attention on other components of the lamina such as the astrocytes. Astrocytes provide key support functions for neurons that may be lost in glaucoma (Newman, 2004; Jakobs et al., 2005; Perea and Araque, 2006) . Alternatively, activated astrocytes may directly damage axons in the lamina (Johnson et al., 2000; Morgan, 2000) .
Because an important insult damages the RGC axon in glaucoma, neuroprotective measures directed at the axon may be benefi cial. The Wld s mutation can substantially slow axon degeneration. Axons in Wld s mice can conduct action potentials and release neurotransmitters up to 3 wk after transection (Crawford et al., 1995; Ribchester et al., 1995; Mack et al., 2001) . Wld s is protective even in diseases that do not involve mechanical transection (Perry et al., 1991; Ferri et al., 2003; Samsam et al., 2003; Mi et al., 2005) . Wld s can also protect synapses but unlike the axon protection, which persists in old mice, its benefi cial effects on synapses substantially diminish with age (Gillingwater et al., 2002) .
Here, we show that the Wld s mutation strongly protects against DBA/2J glaucoma with signifi cant protection of both axons and somata at 12 mo of age. The Wld s mutation is known to protect against direct axon injury at similar ages, but no experiments have uncovered directly protective effects on the soma or synapse at this age (Glass et al., 1993; Deckwerth and Johnson, 1994; Deshmukh et al., 1996; Deckwerth et al., 1998; Gillingwater et al., 2002; Ikegami and Koike, 2003; Adalbert et al., 2005) . Despite the profound protective effect of Wld s , it did not completely prevent shrinkage of RGC somata. The mild shrinkage may refl ect a degree of trophic deprivation as a consequence of a persistent, partial decrease in axonal transport (Deshmukh et al., 1996; Deckwerth et al., 1998) . In previous studies, Wld s has not completely prevented damage but rather delayed degeneration (Coleman, 2005) . Further studies are needed to evaluate the duration of its protection in DBA/2J glaucoma, but our preliminary studies suggest a continued protection to 15 mo. Not all Wld s eyes were protected from glaucoma, suggesting that the degree of insult may vary in individual eyes, and/or that the level of WLDS protein may be close to a threshold for protection. There is some evidence that increasing the expression of Wld s confers a greater degree of protection (Mack et al., 2001) . Future experiments will evaluate if mice homozygous for Wld s have an even greater degree of protection compared with the hemizygotes evaluated here.
In addition to protecting the axon and soma, the Wld s mutation prevented severe decline of PERG (at least until 12 mo). We found that PERG declines early in DBA/2J glaucoma, and before axon loss. The greatly diminished PERG may not refl ect axon dysfunction because PERG is retained at high levels even in eyes with RGCs that have severely damaged and disconnected axons following axotomy (in mice that overexpress BCL2 (Cenni et al., 1996; Porciatti, 2007) . Although we cannot discount a role of the proximal axon segment in maintaining PERG (the proximal axon is expected to survive in BCL2-overexpressing mice), it is clear that normally functioning, connected axons are not required for PERG. Thus, the severe decrease of PERG may refl ect direct insult(s) to synapses, dendrites, or somata (Porciatti, 2007) . Further studies are needed to determine the nature of the RGC compromise(s) resulting in decline of PERG and whether or not it precedes the axon insult in the glial lamina. It is possible that this early damage is a prerequisite for axon damage in the lamina. Alternatively, axon damage may be a completely independent process.
Materials and methods
Mouse husbandry
All experiments were conducted in accordance with the Association for Research in Vision and Ophthalmology's statement on the use of animals in ophthalmic research. Mice were maintained as previously described (Libby et al., 2005a) .
Strain production and breeding
The original Tg(Thy1-CFP)23Jrs allele (Feng et al., 2000) was backcrossed to DBA/2J mice for 20 generations to create the DBA/2J.Tg(Thy1-CFP)23Jrs/ Sj substrain (herein called D2.Thy1-CFP). The original Wld s allele (Lunn et al., 1989; Mack et al., 2001) with many mice being analyzed at higher generations (up to N12). We produced the D2-Gpnmb + strain as recently described . For PERG, we used the control strain C57BL/6J-Tyrp1
that develops the same iris disease as DBA/2J mice, but are resistant to developing high IOP and glaucoma (Anderson et al., 2006) .
Analysis of glaucomatous damage
Eyes and intracranial portions of optic nerves were processed as previously reported . Nerves were stained with paraphenylenediamine (PPD), which differentially stains single damaged axons allowing sensitive detection of axon injury. Nerves were determined to have one of three damage levels that are readily distinguishable by axon counting (Fig. 3 ) (Anderson et al., 2005; Libby et al., 2005a,b) . For the Wld s and Bax experiment, two masked investigators assigned the same damage level to 91% of the nerves (360 out of 399). The 39 nerves that were assigned different damage levels only differed by one level. A third masked investigator assessed these 39 nerves and always agreed with one of the original damage levels. The most commonly assigned level was used. Representative images were taken on an Olympus BX50 microscope.
Dissections and histochemical stains
Eyes with retrobulbar nerves attached were dissected from the orbit and fi xed with 4% PFA in 0.1 M phosphate buffer as previously described . A square block of tissue (1 mm × 1 mm, consisting of optic nerve, fl anking retina, choriod, and sclera) was dissected from the fi xed posterior segment using a Supersharp scalpel blade. Tissue was embedded in paraffi n and serially sectioned either longitudinally or in cross section. For most eyes, every fi fth section was stained, and for a subset of eyes, every section was stained to allow a complete analysis of the anatomy and diagrammatic representation of the nerve as in Fig. 3 . Histochemical stains included hematoxylin and eosin (H&E), Bodian, and Masson's trichrome (Luna, 1968) . At least 10 nerves were analyzed with each of these stains for both DBA/2J and D2-Gpnmb + mice (11-12 mo old). Sections were imaged on an Olympus BX50 microscope.
Immunohistochemistry
Antibodies used were anti-neurofi laments (Smi-32 and Smi-34, Covance, 1:500) and anti-GFAP (Sigma-Aldrich, 1:500). Secondary antibodies were either Alexafl uor 488 or 594 (Invitrogen). Nuclei were counterstained with DAPI (Sigma-Aldrich). Sections were analyzed on a Leica SP5 confocal microscope. Specifi c location within the optic nerve head was determined by staining every fi fth section with Smi-32, Smi-34, and GFAP antibodies to identify landmarks, and by the position of the major blood vessels (shown diagrammatically in Fig. 3 ). Dystrophic neurites both stained strongly for Smi-32/Smi-34 (used in combination to maximize staining) and were greater in diameter (≥2 μm) than the largest nonmyelinated axons in the lamina of a normal nerve. Dystrophic neurite counts were performed using a 40× lens, with 3× digital zoom. For each region of interest (nerve fi ber layer, prelamina, lamina, or retrolamina) from each eye, dystrophic neurites were manually counted in a 5-μm-thick section covering the entire area of the optic nerve.
Electron microscopy
Optic nerves were harvested as described above. The tissue and sections were processed as previously described . The entire nerve was serially sectioned longitudinally as follows. Several thick sections (1 μm) were cut followed by ‫06ف‬ thin sections (60 nm). This initial section set (thick and thin sections) was labeled "level 1." Another set of thick and thin sections was then cut and labeled level 2. Sectioning progressed in this way across the entire nerve. Thick sections were used to identify the location of the most central portion of the optic nerve that included the full width of the scleral canal and the central retinal artery. In most cases, there were from two to four thick/thin section sets (central level sets) that included this area. The number of thin sections per grid varied, but was usually at least 12. The entire grid was scanned and selectively photographed. For any eye, at least two central levels and two different grids from each level were reviewed when determining anatomy. Therefore, for a specifi c nerve, 24-48 sections were scanned and photographed. Nerves were examined for 10 DBA/2J mice with no or early glaucoma (determined as described above), 10 D2-Gpnmb + mice, 6 DBA/2J mice with severe glaucoma, and 6 D2-Bax −/− mice with severe glaucoma. All mice were ‫21-11ف‬ mo old. All electron microscopy was performed on a JEOL-JEM1230 microscope.
4,000× magnifi cation photographs were used to count dystrophic neurites. This magnifi cation included ‫%09ف‬ of the tissue contained within a single opening of a 200-mesh grid. Counts were performed for eight DBA/2J and eight D2-Gpnmb + mice. For each mouse, twenty 4,000× fi elds were counted for each of the nerve fi ber layer, prelamina, and lamina regions (Fig. 3) .
Detecting damage in CFP mice D2.Thy1-CFP eyes were dissected free and fi xed in 4% PFA. The optic nerve was trimmed to leave ‫001ف‬ μm attached behind the eye. The anterior segment, lens, and majority of sclera, choroid, and RPE were removed before the retina was mounted fl at on a slide. A Leica SP5 confocal microscope was used to visualize CFP fl uorescence. Location within the optic nerve head was determined using the position of the central retinal vessels as landmarks (Fig. 6) .
To assess RGC axons from eye to brain, each eye was carefully removed with the proximal portion of the optic nerve attached and fi xed in 4% PFA and mounted fl at as described above. The intra-orbital optic nerve that extended from the cut site to the bony orbit (termed retro-lamina nerve) was dissected out and fi xed in 4% PFA. The brain was dissected from the skull with the remaining portion of the optic nerve (retro-orbital to superior colliculus) attached. The retro-orbital portion of the optic nerve (up to the chiasm) was removed for assessment of glaucomatous damage. The brain, including optic nerve and optic tract from the chiasm to the superior colliculus, was fi xed in 4% PFA and cryosectioned. For each mouse, fi ve 20-μm sections from each region were analyzed for damage. The nerve fi ber layer, lamina, retro-lamina, and chiasm were analyzed in cross section, and the beginning of the optic tract and the superior colliculus in longitudinal section. Eyes and nerves from three D2-CFP mice (9.5 mo) were assessed in this way (fi ve eyes with "no or early" glaucoma, one with "moderate" glaucoma).
Agarose embedding and immunhistochemistry
The eyes were fi xed in situ with 4% PFA and dissected, leaving the optic nerve and ring of sclera around the optic nerve head attached. The optic nerve was then cut directly behind the sclera with a scalpel blade. The whole tissue was incubated for 10 d with the primary antibodies (SMI-32 and anti-GFAP), and for 4 d with fl uorescent secondary antibodies. Nuclei were counterstained with TOPRO3 (Invitrogen). The tissue was mounted in a slab of 4% agarose between two coverslips so both the retina and the optic nerve cross section could be imaged on a Leica SP5 confocal microscope.
Clinical Examination and IOP Measurement
Slit-lamp examination (Anderson et al., 2002) and IOP measurements (John et al., 1997; Savinova et al., 2001) were as described previously. At least 40 mice of each genotype were assessed at 9, 10.5, and 12 mo of age.
Controlled optic nerve crush
To determine if RGC axons survive up to the site of insult in D2.Bax −/− mutants, controlled crush was performed as previously described (Li et al., 1999; Libby et al., 2005b) . Eyes were harvested 30 and 60 d after the procedure, ensuring that the window of cell death had already passed.
Assessing proximal axon survival in glaucoma
In our colony, ‫%07ف‬ of mice with severe glaucoma at 10 mo of age developed it over the previous month ‫03ف(‬ d, see Libby et al., 2005a) . Thus, most mice with severe glaucoma at 10 mo of age lost the majority of their axons within the previous 30 d. Similarly, the majority of 11-mo-old mice with severe glaucoma lost their axons within the previous 60 d. Thus in terms of axon degeneration, our analysis of proximal axon survival in 10-11-mo-old mice (four 10-mo-old immunohistochenistry, six 11-mo-old EM) matches the timing of our similar analysis following optic nerve crush, where all mice lost their distal axons over the previous 30-60 d. After demonstrating that proximal axons ended very close to the lamina in 10-and 11-mo-old mice with severe glaucoma, we assessed some eyes at 13 mo of age (four eyes, plastic sections stained with H&E) to determine if there was greater die-back of the proximal axon. Finally, we analyzed three eyes at 19 mo of age. All given numbers refer to Bax −/− mice. Similar numbers of age-matched DBA/2J controls were analyzed.
Measurements of soma sizes
Nissl-stained retinas of DBA/2J or D2.Wld s mice were fl at-mounted and eight representative images (two for each quadrant of the retina) were taken at 40× and imported into SigmaScan (Jandel Scientifi c). A square of 120 × 120 μm was placed onto the center of each image. Every cell body (RGCs and amacrine cells, exluding endothelial cells) either inside the square, or intersecting its upper or right border was measured, for a total of ‫006ف‬ somas. Soma sizes (in μm 2 ) from the two groups (5 DBA/2J and 10 D2.Wld s retinas) were compared using the Mann and Whitney u-test.
Pattern electroretinography
Pattern electroretinography was measured as previously reported . Mice from our colony were shipped in a "masked" fashion to the University of Miami. Full-fi eld, fl ash ERG was used as a control on all mice (an outer-retina signal that is not affected by retinal ganglion cells), and it did not differ signifi cantly between control and glaucomatous DBA/2J mice.
Online supplemental material
The online supplemental material is available at http://www.jcb.org/ cgi/content/full/jcb.200706181/DC1. Fig. S1 shows the assessment of optic nerve damage from the retina to the superior colliculus in D2-CFP mice. Fig. S2 shows that proximal axons survive up to the site of optic nerve insult in D2.Bax −/− mice. Fig. S3 shows that proximal axons survive up to the lamina in D2.Bax −/− mice. Fig. S4 shows that the somal shrinkage in D2.Wld s mice is not limited to a few classes of somal size but occurs more generally. Fig. S5 shows that PERG is severely impaired early in DBA/2J glaucoma.
